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A Winter
Sports Legacy

L

Cindy Heath

iving in the north as we do, where winters are long and,
shall we say, a tad frosty, a body needs a compelling reason
to get outside and recreate. When the temperature dips
into the low 20s for days on end, Storrs Hill Ski Area in Lebanon
becomes a winter sports lover’s paradise.
Occupying a place of honor in the middle of the city since
the early 1930s, Storrs Hill is one of a handful of small ski areas
in the East run almost entirely by volunteers.
“You could sum it up as only one paid employee, that’s our
hill manager, from November through April. We give a few
Continued on page 18

Lebanon Energy Advisory Committee chair Barbara Hirai holds a map showing the streetlights in Lebanon.

Making Lebanon Green:
Energy Advisory Committee
Will Weatherly

A

bout four years ago, Barbara Hirai, chair of the Lebanon Energy Advisory Committee
(LEAC), walked the streets of Lebanon counting streetlights. The existing maps of the
network of lights weren’t matching, and she was looking to get an accurate record.
Determined, she set out to map every streetlight in Lebanon and make sure that each one was
where it should be. What she found surprised her.
Continued on page 16

A

Ruth Sylvester

siblings, Ruth reveals the “We’re a pack”
feeling of her family when she replies, “Oh,
somewhere in the middle.” Sandy fills in, “She
had three younger siblings.” (Roger Dudley,
husband of Terri Dudley – featured in the
Summer 2014 issue – is Ruth’s brother.)
Continued on page 10
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s Ruth Wills contemplates her
approaching 98th birthday, a slightly
wicked smile envelops her face. The
same smile, perhaps without the teasing glint,
is reflected in the faces and comments of
visiting family in her room at Westboro House
in West Lebanon. “She likes a party!” says
daughter Sandy Horne. “Oh yes, I like a party,”
exclaims Ruth.
Smiling faces of family in photos of other
gatherings show that party enjoyment is widely
shared in the extensive tribe of which Ruth is
the oldest now living. And then there are the
bowling buddies, and friends from the Red Hat
Society. There are wild times ahead.
“I was born in Grafton on November 9th,
1916,” Ruth says. “When I was nine, we moved
to Lebanon. My father was a railroad man, and
my mom was a housewife. She had 11 children,
of whom nine survived. They were the best
father and mother in the world. I don’t recall
them ever fighting.” Her parents were Albert
and Carrie Maud Fay Dudley.
Asked what number she was among her
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered to your mailbox each quarter,
no subscription or payment necessary. It’s our privilege to bring
you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma
Savings Bank, makes this possible. We’re pleased to have their
continued support behind our community newspaper.

11 Central St. Woodstock, VT
802-457-1901
woodstock@ferrojewelers.com
Diamond snowflake pendants in 14K white gold
To view our full collection, visit us
in our Woodstock store or online:
www.ferrojewelers.com

Connecting, Supporting, Empowering
It started as an idea without a name or
a plan in 1979. A prominent Upper
Valley service agency today, Lebanon’s
Special Needs Support Center (SNSC)
has been providing advocacy and
support to children and adults with special needs, and their families, for more
than three decades.
The goal is to help children and families served by SNSC become more
productive, have greater independence, and feel empowered to contribute to
their communities. To that end, SNSC offers a wide variety of support and
advocacy, including respite care funding, educational advocacy programs, a
memorial lending library, skill-building programs, playgroups, mentoring, social
events, and more. And they do most of this at little or no cost to the participants
or their families.
Like most nonprofits, SNSC relies on the generous financial contributions
of community members, including businesses and grant funding organizations,
to make its work possible. And like many in the Upper Valley, SNSC has
received support from the Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation, which has
donated more than $3 million to local nonprofits since 1988.
“Mascoma Savings Bank has been a great SNSC supporter and collaborator
over many years,” says Executive Director Philip Eller. “It has handled our
checking accounts and money market accounts with great understanding and
personal attention by very friendly staff, provided a line of credit for several
years, awarded us a number of Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation grants, and
provided their nice large grill for use at our Happenings picnics in the last
several years. We consider our partnerships with Mascoma Savings Bank to be
a very special, helpful, and valuable one.”
According to Mascoma’s Senior Vice President of Marketing, Sales and
Service, Samantha Pause, the pleasure is all the bank’s.
“They are a great organization in our local community that provides a variety
of programs and resources for children with special needs and their families. We
have been proud to be able to support them,” she says. “I have had the pleasure
of delivering and picking up the [grill] equipment each year, and it is always a
delight to see everyone there having such a great time. You can tell that that
SNSC really connects with their families.”
To learn more about SNSC programs, make a donation, or sign up to
volunteer, visit snsc-uv.org or call (603) 448-6311. n
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models are here!!

If you wash your car once a week, that’s an average savings of $520 per year!

369 Miracle Mile, Exit 19 off I-89 Lebanon, NH Toll Free: (888) 826-0499

www.GerrishHonda.com

Supporting Riders in the Upper Valley Since 1997
Bicycles • Fat Bikes • ATV’s • Snowmobiles • Motorcycles
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makes & modeLs

motorcycles • atv’s
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www.masonracing.com • (603) 448-5400

parts & maintenance
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riding & racing and working in the industrY

18-1/2 mascoma street • downtown Lebanon, nh

mountain & road bikes
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suspension service
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rocky mountain
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Being a Builder
’ve never been much of a builder. This summer I built a
shallow wooden garden box and when I proudly displayed
it to my husband, with its mal-aligned sides and nails
sticking out here and there, he just shook his head.
Maybe building on the physical plane isn’t my thing, but when I work on The
Lebanon Times I can’t help but feel like I’m building something in another sense
– not only putting the paper together, but helping to build our community by
introducing neighbors, highlighting those who make our city a more vibrant
place, and sharing the “good people, good places, and good things happening”
right here every day.
I’m grateful to you, our readers and contributors, for giving me a reason to do
this work and to feel good about what it accomplishes. We hear from our readers
and members of the Lebanon community that our paper helps them feel more
connected to each other and to the organizations and individuals that make the
city a great place to be. That’s exactly what we’re aiming for every time we
publish. And we’re glad it’s working.
Want to help us build? We’re always looking for story ideas, photos, and new
voices to add to our volunteer staff of writers. Send me an email if you’re
interested: editor@thelebanontimes.com.
I hope your holiday season is joyous and safe.
– Allison E. Rogers Furbish

I

Do IT Right.
We’ll right size, protect, maintain and manage your IT environment.
You’ll focus on business.
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Meet Your Neighbor

Melissa Stone Billings
Wellington Circle, Lebanon
What was your favorite childhood TV show?
Lost in Space

John Weatherly
Rita Street, Lebanon
What was your favorite childhood TV show?
The cartoon Kimba the White Lion.

What was the most memorable historical event in your
lifetime?
Sadly, the most memorable events always seem to
be the most tragic. For me, it would be the events
of 9/11.

What was the most memorable historical event in your
lifetime?
The Challenger shuttle disaster, because my dad
was a rocket engineer.

What did you envision yourself doing when you were
a kid?
Being a writer – I’m one of those lucky people who
was able to fulfill a childhood dream.

What did you envision yourself doing when you were
a kid?
I thought I would be an author. My friends and I
wrote our book: The Mystery of Dracula’s Castle. It
was bad.

What do you find inspiring about our area?
I love the fact that the Upper Valley draws such an
eclectic mix of extremely talented and interesting
people.

What do you find inspiring about our area?
The scenic views around every corner and the fall
foliage.

What is your favorite warm drink when it’s cold?
Hot chocolate.
What would be your choice of a “last meal”?
Pretty much anything that contains chocolate.
What recent movie, TV show, or book have you
especially enjoyed?
The Road by Cormac McCarthy – it’s a devastating
book, but absolutely brilliant.
If you could have one act come to the Lebanon Opera
House to perform, who would that be?
The Book of Mormon
What is your favorite natural spot in or near Lebanon?
The Northern Rail Trail along Lake Mascoma
What is your favorite winter activity?
Snowshoeing
Are you attached to your Astrological sign? Do you
think it suits you?
I’m an Aquarius – but I honestly have no idea
what that means!
Do you have any traditions for the holiday season?
We have a wonderful Thanksgiving tradition
called “Game Day.” On the day after Thanksgiving, when everyone else is shopping like mad,
we gather friends and family for a day of hilarious
and ridiculous games. It’s our way of protesting the
commercialization of Thanksgiving – plus it’s also
great fun!

What is your favorite warm drink when it’s cold?
Hot mocha.
What would be your choice of a “last meal”?
Perfectly fried chicken and dirty rice.
What are you most complimented on?
People say I have a “radio voice.” And a face made
for radio.
What’s one thing you want to learn about Lebanon?
How to pronounce it correctly.
What recent movie, TV show, or book have you
especially enjoyed?
How to Live Safely in A Science Fictional Universe by
Charles Yu.
If you could have one act come to the Lebanon Opera
House to perform, who would that be?
John Hodgman, who is coming, but I will miss
him.
What is your favorite natural spot in or near Lebanon?
The Rail Trail out to Mascoma Lake.
What is your favorite winter activity?
Walking on the frozen lake at Boston Lot.
Are you attached to your astrological sign? Do you
think it suits you?
I’m a Libra, so yes, very much.
Do you have any traditions for the holiday season?
Usually cleaning up some broken glass ornaments.

David Madison
Benton Street, Lebanon
What was your favorite childhood TV show?
So many to choose from... Lost in Space... Laugh
In... I could list a bunch.
What was the most memorable historical event in your
lifetime?
When Apollo landed on the moon!
What did you envision yourself doing when you were
a kid?
Before getting to high school I don’t remember
what I wanted to do. I was a paperboy delivering
newspapers daily. When I attended Medford
Vocational School I studied printing. At that time
I decided to be a printer. Which for 25 years after
graduating I worked at.
What do you find inspiring about our area?
Lebanon reminded us of Medford, Mass., where we
grew up. Friendly community, caring people, and
away from the city. We have raised our three
children here and feel that this was the right place
to do it.
What would be your choice of a “last meal”?
Prime rib cooked well done. Baked potato, salad
with bacon and croutons, no dressing!
What’s one thing you want to learn about Lebanon?
I have been President of the historical society for a
couple years. The more I find out about Lebanon
from the people and reading, the more I want to
learn. Hopefully I’ll never stop learning. So one
thing? No. I want to learn about all of it in time.
If you could have one act come to the Lebanon Opera
House to perform, who would that be?
Huey Lewis and the News
What is your favorite natural spot in or near Lebanon?
The top of Mt. Cardigan in Canaan.
What is your favorite winter activity?
I always enjoyed sledding.

Dwd
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Bushway
Insurance
Auto • Home • Business
Deciding on an insurance carrier
can be complicated and sometimes confusing.
You need someone who will provide
insight, service, and respect.
You want a company that will
always be there when you need them.

802-785-4843
www.bushwayinsurance.com

Route 5, East Thetford, VT

Jake’s Market & Deli

Voted the BeST Sandwich Shop in the Upper Valley!
& offering

CaTeRiNg
for any size function

Office Lunch for 4 or Holiday Party for 50,
Jake’S CaN DO iT aLL!
Menu includes choices from our full menu:
sandwiches, bulkies, wraps, soups, snacks, drinks, deserts.

Visit any Jake’s location
and on the web:

www.jakesmarket.com
Coffee Shop & Café
227 Mechanic Street
Lebanon, NH
443-9900

Market & Deli
119 Mechanic Street
Lebanon, NH
442-9522

Quechee Market & Café
7161 Woodstock Road
Quechee, VT
802-291-9900
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G ood f or y o u

Battle of the Sexes: Floor Hockey Offers True Equality
This is an extremely rigorous sport
that features non-stop action for
rue or False: Male and female
two 25-minute halves. The game
athletes can compete in the
features four-on-four players on
same sport on a completely
the court at one time. We don’t
equal basis?
stop the action because there are
If you answered ‘false,’ you’ll
no out-of-bounds plays. The clock
have to take time to drop by the
keeps running!”
Carter Community Building
To that end, the rules require
Association’s (CCBA) Witherell
each team to have at least nine or
Recreation Center gym in
10 players so frequent substidowntown Lebanon and take in an
tutions can be made. The key
action-packed game of floor hockey.
element of that rule is that there
Yes, floor hockey! Harken back
be a minimum of one woman on
to those days in grade school gym
the court from each team at all
class when the instructor brought
times. That has changed the style
out two nets, placed them on
of play considerably.
opposite ends of the gymnasium
“Having women on the teams
floor, and handed you a hockey
has definitely held down the
stick. Suddenly you were
aggressive style of play that might
introduced to an indoor version of
Co-founders of the Upper Valley Floor Hockey Association Jared and Becky Rhoads; Ben Arellano develop if it was all men,” Jared
the rugged game of ice hockey works out as the goalie for the Red Team; Shawn Quelch and Becky Rhoads square off to start
added with a sly smile. “We have
without knowing how to skate. the game.
been considering making the rules
Perhaps
that
have two women
instruction
on the court at all
turned you on to
times. More ladies
the popular game
are joining the
of field hockey.
league and are
Maybe you had
very necessary
already taken to
with all the
the street in front
subbing that goes
of your house and
on during the
endured a fierce
game.”
neighborhood
Rough play is
game of street
discouraged right
hockey.
from the start and
Floor hockey
every
game
combines all of
features a referee,
those elements
but penalties are
into one single,
very
rare.
action-packed sport designed to place men and like Boston, so when we moved to this area we Establishing game etiquette was a key element to
women on an even playing field. The Upper Valley approached the CCBA.”
the success of the program.
Floor Hockey Association was introduced to the
Kevin Talcott, sports director of the CCBA, felt
“We find it kind of tones down that male testosarea by Grantham residents Jared and Becky the introduction of floor hockey would be a welcome terone thing,” Becky noted. “The women compete as
Rhoads. Becky, a native of Rutland, Vt., grew up addition.
fiercely as their male counterparts. It’s very enjoyable.”
playing ice hockey with the boys and later became a
Each player must wear eye protection, while shin
“We offer such a wide variety of activities here
standout player at the University of Vermont. Jared, that it appeared that floor hockey would fit right in guards and elbow pads are the order of the day. The
a native of North Reading, Mass., played soccer, very nicely. Jared and Becky established a league and majority of the players use modified or taped hockey
baseball, and was on the track team. This athletic we reserved a basketball court on Wednesday nights sticks, and in place of a puck, a small, red plastic ball
couple were seeking something new they could for them, and it took off from there,” Talcott said.
is used. The goalie for each team is padded from
participate in together.
While Jared loves the pure competitive nature of head to foot, with good reason. Most shots on goal
“When we moved to Boston we thought it would the game, he also admires the aerobic benefit of are at point blank range.
be great to find a sport that we could do together as playing floor hockey.
The floor hockey league is entering its second
a couple,” Jared explained. “Becky convinced me to
“I’m one of those who likes to stay in great shape, year, and the league plans to play a nine-week
sign up for a floor hockey league and we loved it. but when doing so I have to compete. I can’t just schedule in all four seasons. To learn how to get
Those leagues are difficult to find even in a big city ride a stationary bike or work out on a treadmill. involved, visit uvfloorhockey.com. n
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Vermont Facial Aesthetics
Hate those lines on your
upper lip? Microneedling
can fade them away.
It also treats fine lines,
brown spots, acne scars,
and stretch marks!
Available at your
only local Medi-Spa, VFA.
Please call 802.952.9095.
You can learn more at
vermontfacialaesthetics.com
Or call for a complimentary
consultation.
Carol F. Boerner, MD
Donna L. Toohey, RN
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A NIMA L S R U L E !

LPD K-9 Units Keep City Safe

T

Dave Nelson

he Lebanon Police Department values
its sterling reputation for serving and
protecting citizens. But how about their
four-legged counterparts who lay their lives on
the line everyday as well?
Fortunately the K-9 dogs associated with
the Lebanon Police Department and
throughout the Twin State region have a pair
of guardian angels watching over them.
Dr. Daniel Kelly and his wife Jodi founded
Small Animal Veterinary Emergency Services
(S.A.V.E.S) in Lebanon, one of a very few
24-hour veterinary hospitals in New England.
And along with the general public they serve
a special clientele, K-9 dogs that hold full
status as police officers.
SAVES offers emergency and routine
medical exams to police K-9 units on a 24/7
basis, with a goal of offering that service at no
cost to taxpayers.
“The cost factor of caring for these K-9
K-9 Max with Lebanon Police Officer Jeremy Perkins (above).
units is always a consideration for tight Lebanon Police Officer John Tracy’s late K-9 companion Cody (below).
budgets, so we have donated as much of our
time and service as possible,” Jodi Kelly
explained. “We rely on donations as well, and
to that end Curt Jaques, owner of West
Lebanon Feed & Supply, has been a huge
factor. He has offered so many fundraising
efforts for S.A.V.E.S that have made a huge
difference. My husband and I have a goal that
eventually all expenses involved will be turned
back to the police departments’ budgets.”
The Kellys launched the Stoneclliff Animal
Hospital in Bradford, Vt., back in 1990 and
opened their doors and hearts to all the
Vermont State Police and their four-legged
officers. Today at S.A.V.E.S, which opened in
2009 to bring 24-hour critical veterinary care
to the Upper Valley region, they work with
K-9 units from any police department,
regardless of location.
Lt. Kevin Isham of the Lebanon Police
Department directs the K-9 program and notes
that they have two units in action on a regular
basis.
“Those K-9 Units are an integral part of our
total arsenal for fighting crime,” Isham noted.
“Especially in the war on drugs and tracking
lost people. You can’t place a value on what
they mean to us.”
Lebanon features two of the most renowned
K-9 teams in New England: Senior Officers
Jonathan Tracy with his dog Briggs, and Jeremy
Perkins with his constant companion Max.

Perkins and Max were awarded the
prestigious Vermont Police K-9 Patrol Team of
the Year award by the Vermont Criminal
Justice Training Council in 2011 and 2013.
Officer Perkins explained the Vermont
connection.
“All K-9 teams in this area are trained at the
Vermont Police Academy located in Pittsford,
Vermont. They have a complete training center
there and offer training on a continuing basis
for various certifications. Here in Lebanon we
are very fortunate to have two K-9 teams, and
we are the only units from New Hampshire that
Vermont will work with. This community has
been very supportive allowing us to have two
K-9 teams when many towns and cities are
struggling to get one,” Perkins said.
“We train together as much as possible,”
Perkins noted. “We are on patrol together at
times to reinforce other officers, and the dogs
are especially critical when securing a building
where a crime suspect may be hiding. We can
send them into the building or have them
guard the perimeter. However, the majority of
the time we patrol separately.”
Perkins, age 43, is a Maryland native who
has been with the Lebanon Police Department
for nine years. Max is an eight-year-old
Belgian Malinois, one of four breeds of Belgian
shepherds that have been developed by the
military and law enforcement because of their
special traits.
“The Malinois is a unique breed,” Perkins
said. “They are smaller than a German
shepherd. Max weighs about 65 pounds, while
Briggs checks in around 95 pounds. The small
size is made up for by their intelligence,
quickness, energy, and enthusiasm. They are
becoming more in demand for K-9 duties.”
Perkins explained in detail how inseparable
the pair have become. Soul mates if you will.
The duo not only work long hours together,
they go home together when the shift has
been completed.
“Max has lived with my family since I
acquired him seven years ago and has become
a family member. Over the years he has played
with the kids and been just like any family pet.
I bathe Max, feed him, groom him and make
sure he gets exercise. Being a K-9 is very hard
on a dog, both physically and mentally. We
have forged quite a bond. I have no doubt in
my mind that Max always has my back in any
situation,” Perkins said. n

Stonecliff Animal Clinic proudly supports the ANIMALS RULE! page in order to showcase the powerful ways in which
animals positively impact our lives, our community and the planet!
63 Evans Drive, Lebanon NH 03766
www.stonecliffacnh.com, 603-448-2611
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 22
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Elder Profile: Ruth Wills – continued from page 1

Growing up, Ruth was closest to her sister Arlene,
two years younger. She remembers a day in Grafton,
“making mudpies together. There was a henhouse in
the yard—we always had hens running around—and
we was outside making mudpies. I went and got a
fresh egg to put in the mudpies. I went back once
after we’d moved, and those mudpies were still there!”
They had a workhorse, Old Jock. “We lived near
a road that went way out of town. In the winter,”
recalls Ruth, “we’d hook up this big sled we had, and
get the horse to drag us up the hill. Then we’d
unhitch and slide down. The horse would follow us
down.” Could this sled be steered? “Sort of,” adds
Ruth insouciantly.
There were near misses, of a sort that must have
curled the parents’ hair. “At Christmas, to decorate
the tree, we didn’t have [glass] bulbs and things,”
Ruth says, “just little candles in cups. One time
something caught fire. Doris [the oldest] came
running in from the kitchen towards the tree,
blowing, to blow them out.”
Ruth’s father was on the road
a lot for work, says her
son-in-law, Hugh MacDonald.
He designed bridges for
railroads; at the time these
trestles were built of wood. He
was a very capable engineer, and
when he was at home, he had
beautiful gardens, in Grafton
and on Church Street (when
the family moved to Lebanon),
says Ruth. The garden produce
helped the family through the
Depression; the older children
pitched in with whatever jobs
they could find.
Ruth didn’t start school
until late, so she was in the
same class as her beloved younger sister, Arlene.
Though she enjoyed school, she left early to get
married; she was a sophomore in high school when

Ruth today, as a young adult, and with her sister Arlene

she married her first husband, Fred Ruel. “He was
very athletic,” recalls his son-in-law, Hugh, and
perhaps Ruth’s involvement in multiple sports,
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including field hockey and basketball, were part of
her appeal.
Fred and Ruth had two children, Joan and
Richard (Dick). The couple divorced when Joan was
in high school. Ruth met and eventually married
Parmly Wills. They met in a bar in White River, so
the family story goes, though Parmly was in fact
renting a room in Ruth’s sister’s house, so there were
other connections. He was about 10 years younger
than Ruth, and worked as a building inspector for
the City of Lebanon. A major project on his watch
was the new Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,
which opened in 1991. Parmly died in 2010. The
couple’s daughter, Sandy, works at SAVES.
When Sandy was about four, in the early 1960s,
Ruth took up bowling and has been a serious
aficionado ever since. She bowled in three leagues
and traveled the country to national tournaments,
always held in big cities. It was a great way to junket
about with like-minded friends, and indeed, the
friends have stuck with Ruth ever since. “I was
known for my involvement, not for my great
bowling; I was about average,”
says Ruth. Still, she admits, “My
average was pretty good.”
Over the next three decades
Ruth traveled when she could,
with family or friends. Among
other places, she visited
Switzerland, Germany, and
Ireland, where she kissed the
Blarney Stone. It was a long way
from the farm of her birth in
Grafton, N.H., but then, she’s
long been an outward-focused
and energetic woman.
“As long as I’ve known her,”
says Hugh, “she reads the Valley
News
every
day—and
remembers everything. [On our
three week visit] we’ll have her
out every day. She gets up, matches her clothes and
her jewelry, and is ready to go.” Daughter Sandy
adds, “She doesn’t like slowing down.” n
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C OMMU NITY IMPA CT

Headrest: Helping People in Crisis
In addition, a three-month Transitional Living
Program assists individuals transitioning back into the
s drinking and drug addiction throughout
community after a 28-day treatment program. The
the Twin States raises national concern, the
Transitional Living Program provides case management,
Lebanon-based crisis and addiction service
referrals, and requires participation in daily groups.
Headrest, Inc., is more relevant than ever.
“The Transitional Living Program is for individuals
New Hampshire has increased its support of
who
are dealing with their long-term recovery and
addiction treatment facilities in the face of
need a clean and safe environment; we also assist
heartbreaking numbers reported by the National
individuals in obtaining employment and secure
Survey on Drug Use and Health: In the last ten
housing to help them transition back into being a
years, admittance to state-funded treatment
productive member of society,” said Rajsteter.
programs has risen by 90 percent for heroin and 500
Headrest also operates a 24-hour crisis hotline to
percent for prescription opiate abuse, with the
counsel
people experiencing crises around suicide,
steepest incline during recent years from 2012 to
domestic violence, and drug addiction.
2013.
Headrest Executive Director Ed Rajsteter was honored in
“The Headrest Crisis Hotline has provided 15,983
Heroin’s growing prominence in the region has October with the Advocacy In Action - Individual Award
(and counting) continuous days of assistance to those
prompted alarm – Vermont Governor Peter from New Futures, a nonprofit organization focused on
preventing and reducing alcohol and other drug problems in
in crisis,” said Rajsteter, adding that Headrest is the
Shumlin said his state is in a “full blown heroin New Hampshire.
crisis,” with treatment for opiates up by 770 percent
only facility in the New England area that is nationally
since 2000.
accredited by the National Association of
“This epidemic has been building for a
Suicidology.
number of years. We have been aware of it for
“The most unique part of Headrest is its staff,”
some time,” said Headrest Executive Director
said Clinical Director Judyth Leavitt, who began
Ed Rajsteter. “How to deal with it is a question
working for Headrest in September 2004 as an
that society must face up to – the fact that it did
overnight hotline crisis worker. In a little under a
not happen overnight, and the solution will not
year she joined the out-patient team and after four
be a quick occurrence.”
years was appointed the agency’s clinical director in
Founded by a group of Dartmouth students
May 2009.
in 1971, Headrest’s mission is to “assist those
The treatment services and counseling, along
who are addicted, in crisis, or without support
with the 24-hour crisis hotline, are staffed by trained
by developing, maintaining, and delivering
Crisis Intervention Counselors as well as volunteers.
effective programs” for those who could not
The annual Labor Day Rail Trail Ramble from Colburn Park to
“They are dedicated and committed to assisting
otherwise afford the cost of these type of downtown Enfield is a signature fundraiser for Headrest.
individuals with addictions,” said Leavitt. “At
programs.
Headrest, no one is a number; they
While Headrest serves
are treated with respect and
clients all over New
dignity at the facility.”
Hampshire, Vermont, and
The organization is hoping to
parts of Maine, it is the only
move
to a larger space in Lebanon
treatment center in lower
where it can better serve its clients.
Grafton and upper Sullivan
Headrest applied to move into the
counties. The organization
space
on
Abbott
Street
formerly
occupied
by
Hannah House, a group housing
provides Out-Patient Counseling, Intense Out-Patient Counseling – a sixteenfacility
for
pregnant
teens
and
their
children
that
closed in 2012. Although the
week program in which the patient participates in nine hours of group counseling
move was initially approved by the Zoning Board in April, at the request of a
and at least one hour of individual counseling per week – and several therapies
number of neighbors on Abbot Street a Grafton County Superior Court judge
to individuals, couples, families, and groups.
in October ordered the board to hold a rehearing.
Group treatments include anger management, self-esteem building,
“Headrest has been at its current location (14 Church Street) since the
assertiveness training, and more. In addition to the broad selection of group
1980s, and it is too small a facility to handle the current needs for assisting
counseling options, Headrest offers gender-specific groups such as Dialectical
people in their long-term recovery,” said Rajsteter. “We need to find a larger
Behavior Therapy Group and Women in Trauma for females, and Men’s
facility for that purpose.” n
Aftercare Group for males.

A

Gabrielle Varela

See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 23
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Equipment & Clothing
for the

SELF-PROPELLED

Alpine Ski * XC Ski * Snowboard

* Kids’ Rental Program *
On the Mall in Lebanon

603-448-3522 • info@omerandbobs.com

www.omerandbobs.com
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These Times

The Gateway to Winter

J

Donnie Perkins

ust when you think you can turn
your back on something, you
learn you can’t.
I learned this again a few weeks
ago, when I turned my back on
summer, and when I looked again,
there was November, staring me in
the eye. I wasn’t too happy about it, I
can tell you that.
It’s not that I’m here to put
November down, let me assure you.
November gives us Thanksgiving,
and you know how warm and fuzzy I

can get over a warm fireplace, some
eggnog, and a big drumstick.
It also gives us elections, and isn’t
that a ton of fun for all of us Lebanonites? Just a few weeks ago, after
November first stared me in the eye,
I was waving at familiar faces standing
outside the polling place a few doors
down from my humble abode on
School Street. They were keeping
candidate signs upright, and seemed
to get along with the other candidates,
and that made me feel warm and
fuzzy, too, for a minute. Another
November thing.
If the truth be known, November
to me is the Gateway to Winter. The
colorful leaves that people drove from
far and wide to ogle are now
crunching beneath our shoes, and the
tree limbs that carried them in all
their visual splendor are now barren,
spindly arms that are awaiting a good
snowfall or ice storm to bend them
over until they snap – all across
Colburn Park and all of our driveways.

You probably think I’m being a
rascally curmudgeon, and maybe I
am. But let’s back up to last Thanksgiving, when the annual Lebanon
Turkey Bowl football game down at

the Basin on Bank Street was not
played due to frigid temperatures, and
these participants are some of the
biggest gamers ever to come out of
Lebanon High. What was going on
here, we were asking each other.
November and December are fast
becoming joined at the hip.
Yes, I used to ski. Now my knees
are toast and I don’t know whatever
happened to my boards. Yes, I even
tried pond hockey up on Occum in
Hanover a few times, and yes, I used
to play king-of-the-mountain when I
was a kid and wore socks for mittens,
and had a blast. Had. HAD. As pretty
a sight as a post-snowfall can be, I’m
preparing to dig in and face the
elements that were once so easy to
deal with. Like we always do.
I hope I haven’t ruined your
month, everyone, and thanks for
letting me vent while I adjust to the
seasons. Here’s wishing everyone a
great Thanksgiving – we’ll talk next
February! n

The Lebanon Times
is always looking for story ideas,
photos, and new voices to add to
our volunteer staff of writers.
Let us know if you’re interested.
Email us at editor@thelebanontimes.com.
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A ro u nd To w n
Oldest Resident Falls

I

Charlie Chapman

t could be estimated that this Lebanon
resident may have become established just
about the time that Mr. Oliver Davison
became the first resident to die in the town of
Lebanon in 1768. In fact, Mr. Davison was
buried nearby in Lebanon’s first “burying
ground,” the Old Pine Tree Cemetery.
I have lived in West Lebanon, or the vicinity,
for nearly my whole life. I have driven by this
resident more times than I can remember. I feel
ashamed that I never noticed this semiquincentenarian standing stately beside the road. My
education is in forestry and my profession is as
an arborist, but I never noticed this Eastern
White Pine until it was laying on the ground.
There is a formula suggested by the International Society of Arboriculture to determine
“How Old is That Tree?” First measure the
diameter at 54 inches above ground level. (This
tree was horizontal when I measured it.) Using
the formula, you multiply the diameter in inches by the “growth factor” to
estimate the age of a tree. The ISA has established a table showing “growth
factors” for several tree species. According to this table the growth factor for
Eastern White Pine is 5.
I measured the diameter at 49.5 inches. Multiply that by 5 and the
estimated age of this tree is 247 years old. I also measured the height as it lay
on the ground. I measured out 150 feet and there were still branches and

debris beyond that. I estimated the spread of the
crown to be about 30 feet.
Why did I make these measurements also?
“Tree people” have created a competition
among large trees based upon another formula.
Circumference in inches at breast height (54 inches
above ground level) plus vertical height in feet plus
average crown spread in feet. Highest total points
is the “Champion.”
The state of New Hampshire has the National
Champion Eastern White Pine in Keene at 414
points. It is only 119 feet tall, but had a circumference of 279 inches. This tree must have grown
in an open field and had multiple leaders headed
for the sky. Our old resident was a single leader,
forest-grown tree.
Our recently fallen resident came in with a
total point score of 335, which ties it for sixth
place in the state, with trees in Pittsburg and
Bath.
This tree was present for a lot of Lebanon
history. Somehow it survived the construction of
one of Lebanon’s first roads and the maintenance
of that thoroughfare for 200-plus years. The horse trail widened to a carriage
path to a paved road for automobiles. It survived many winter storms and
summer hurricanes. The height and the shallow root system of this pine were
no match for some of the severe winds we have experienced recently in
isolated spots.
And to answer that age old question, in my opinion, when this tree fell
and if no one was aware of it, I know it made a lot of noise. n
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS
To Submit Photos to People & Pets
Email your HIGH RES digital photo to
editor@thelebanontimes.com.
Please include your name, address, phone
number, and pet’s name.

We Want
Your Photos!

Melanie Matulonis and Scout
Lebanon

Courtney Rogers and Westley
Lebanon

Elle Brine with Poncho and Penelope
West Lebanon

Take Me Home! These pets and lots more can be viewed at www.uvhs.org/adopt-a-pet.
Find the love of your life at the Upper Valley Humane Society. Young or old, feathered or furry, you’ll find your match at UVHS.

x

Tina (young female)
Domestic Short Hair mix

Lady and Allie (adult females)
Australian Cattle Dog mix

Uni (adult female)
Lop Earred & Angorra Rabbit mix

Sadie (adult female)
Hound mix

Diamond (adult female)
Pit Bull mix

Donut (senior female)
Domestic Short Hair mix

Tashie (adult female)
Boxer mix

Eleanor (young female)
Domestic Short Hair mix

We are always open, call us 603.306.0007.
63 Evans Drive, Lebanon, NH 03866. www.IVGSAVES.com
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 23

SAVES is now a member of the
IVG network of hospitals and proud sponsor
of the “People and Pets” Page.
Our skilled veterinary team is committed to maintaining
regular and open lines of communication with you –
the pet owner – and your family veterinarian.
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LEBANON ENERGY – continued from page 1

“Some lights just weren’t there
anymore,” she told me during a
LEAC meeting one October evening.
What had happened was that, while
the city maintained streetlights,
removing or moving some when
needed, the official count of the
streetlights wasn’t updated. They
were being billed for streetlights that
had been gone for years. “We saved
around $5,000 removing those
energy costs,” she said, proud of just
one of many successful missions
LEAC has embarked on to make
Lebanon a more sustainable city.
Four years later, Hirai is still on a
mission to make Lebanon’s streetlight
placement more economical and
efficient. She wonders at all the times
one stands on a residential city street
and asks, “Why isn’t there a light
here?” Or when, up in the depths of
the Blueberry Hill woods, a single
streetlight stands illuminating an
empty and less frequently used street.
She showed me this on a map of
Lebanon, where there were massive
clusters of lights in concentrated
areas, like around Colburn Park, and
significant
gaps
around

The author’s father takes in the view of the landfill, where a proposed electric generator
would turn harmful methane gas into energy.

neighborhoods like King’s Grant in
West Lebanon. LEAC hopes to
develop a multi-pronged system to
standardize streetlight placement,
with differing criteria in regions as
disparate as Lebanon’s in-town and
rural neighborhoods. By maximizing
the utility of more purposefully placed
lights, Lebanon can cut down on
both costs and wasteful energy usage.

How do you want
to spend this winter?
Option 1: Stay in your own home
for another winter where:
• You’ll have higher heating bills
• You’ll worry about driving on icy and
snowy roads
• You may have to cancel a doctor’s appointment
• You may not get plowed or shoveled out

Great News!

10% discount
on selected units.
Move before
winter and
save!*

Option 2: Move to The Woodlands
• We take care of everything
We have a limited number of 2 bedroom units that
we have discounted by more than $30,000.

*Must sign a contract on or before March 1st.

Give us a call or come for a visit, thank you.

603-448-7416

TheWoodlandsNH.org
Independent Living At Its Finest

A proud partner of the Alice Peck Day
Memorial Hospital Lifecare Campus
Lebanon, New Hampshire

LEAC is also pushing for the
lights themselves to be more
efficient. In conjunction with
support from the Lebanon police and
fire departments, and the Lebanon
Planning Committee, they are
evaluating options for LED lighting
for the parking lots and mall in
downtown Lebanon.
LED municipal lighting can cut
energy costs by 50-80% and offer
financial incentives that can cover
the original installation costs.
Clifton Below, a LEAC member and
former state senator, shared multiple
options for cost-cutting LED uses,
including products that dim around
midnight to reduce unneeded energy
use, and “acorn-style” lamps that
would provide the mall with warm,
inviting, and safe lighting at a
fraction of the energy cost. LEAC is
currently exploring options for
short-term demonstrations of various
models of LED lights to evaluate
each option’s lighting pattern,
effectiveness, and visual appeal.
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Beyond Streetlights
Several municipal properties are
similarly equipped to be energy
efficient, with the added benefit of
reducing the impact of those energy
costs on taxpayers. The Kilton
Library in West Lebanon was
designed to include many energysaving features in order to make it a
“green building.”
Library Director Sean Fleming
spoke to me about Kilton’s
geothermal heating and cooling
unit. With wells oriented 450-feet
deep in the ground, it uses the
natural heat of the earth to adjust
the temperature of water in a closed
system. This means that cool water
is used to battle the summer heat,
and heat pumps are used to circulate
warmer water in the winter.
Fleming is extremely happy with
the results. He reports that at current
rates, the system is “reliable” and
operates at “a fraction of the cost of
using oil or propane.” It has also
acquired the library prestige; it was
the only LEED Gold-certified library
in New Hampshire upon its opening,
awarded because of the extent of
environmentally conscious features
included in its design.
Schools in Lebanon’s district also
include energy-efficient features.
Both the Lebanon Middle School
and Mount Lebanon School use
biomass pellet stoves for heating,
which utilize a local and renewable
energy source. LMS also features a
hot water solar system for the summer
months when there is not enough
hot water demand to warrant keeping
the pellet stove in operation.
With the use of biomass fuel
pellets, fuel costs have been $18,000
to $20,000 annually versus a previous
total of $35,000. Other features of
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LMS’ green design include a
rainwater collection system for the
school’s low-flow toilets, zoned
fluorescent indoor lighting on
sensors, and timed LED exterior
lighting that adjusts based on lighting
conditions.

Trash to Treasure
Another member of LEAC,
Lebanon Solid Waste Manager
George Murray, took me on a tour of
his landfill to discuss planned
efficiency projects there. The landfill
uses a system of 12 pumps and four
lines of drainage tubes to collect
material including methane gas.
Methane gas is about 21 times more
harmful as a greenhouse gas than
carbon dioxide, according to the
EPA, and about 18.2% of the nation’s
methane emissions came from
landfills in 2012. The Lebanon
landfill currently flares, or burns, its
collected methane emissions.
After we surveyed the most recent
“cell” of the landfill, where crews
compact, place, and cover incoming
trash, Murray showed me the spot
where a proposed electric generator
would be placed. This generator
would convert the gas into about 1.6
megawatts of electricity monthly.
Murray said there is a possibility that
the gas could instead be captured and
sold locally, reducing loss, capping
harmful emissions, and increasing
use of domestic fuel.
Help for Residents
Apart from improving the city’s
own energy usage, part of LEAC’s
mission is to reach out to Lebanon
residents to encourage more
sustainable living. They plan to
apply to the Solarize Upper Valley
program, coordinated by local
nonprofit Vital Communities. Under
the program, volunteers in each
participating municipality competitively select an installer of solar
equipment who offers special pricing
for local residents who sign contracts
to go solar by the program’s deadline.
The goal is to make going solar
simpler and more affordable by doing
it together.
During the 15-week Solarize
outreach campaign, the volunteers
and installer would work together to
host solar workshops and
demonstrations, tours of properties
with solar panels, and other efforts to
help residents “go solar” before the
deadline. The more residents that
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sign contracts to go solar with the
partner installer, the lower the price
drops for everyone, creating a
growing incentive as the program
continues. Additional incentives
include the long-term energy savings
of the solar systems, a state rebate of
$0.75 per watt of electricity used, and
a federal 30% tax credit on residential
and commercial solar systems
continuing through 2016.
The Solarize program has already
had success in five Upper Valley
towns – including Cornish,
Plainfield, and Lyme – and campaigns
are currently active in 10 additional
towns, including Hanover. During
the first round of the program, which
ended June 30, 120 homeowners
signed contracts to go solar, adding a
total of 638 kilowatts of renewable
energy capacity to the region. In
each of the communities, enough
residents signed on to reach the
lowest cost tier for their respective
program.
LEAC is doing the initial
groundwork so that Lebanon may
join the third round of Solarize
Upper Valley in 2015.
The sustainable measures LEAC

Real Science.

REAL FUN!

VISIT

Montshire Museum!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

125+ Hands-on Exhibits
Daily Activities
Visiting Exhibitions
Science Park • Nature Trails
Live animals & Aquariums
Museum Store
Evenings for adults
Free parking

$2 Off Admission! When you subscribe
to Montshire’s eNews at montshire.org.

OPEN DAILY 10-5

Montshire
Museum of Science

montshire.org • 802.649.2200
Exit 13 I-91, Norwich, VT

promotes save Lebanon residents
money as much as they reduce their
environmental footprint. In October,
LEAC agreed to host programs to
discuss alternative heating systems
for the coming winter. The electric
provider for much of Lebanon is
raising its rates from 7.73¢ to 15.4¢
per kilowatt hour due to strain on the
natural gas pipeline fueling its power
plants. The average electric customer
in Lebanon can expect a total cost
increase of about 47%. For those who
have electricity-resistance heating
systems, this rate increase might
prove too costly.
Luckily, there are ways to both
make the necessary cost cuts and
reduce a resident’s environmental
impact – and LEAC is here to help
residents understand their options.
Below highlighted one such measure,
a heating system called an air-source
heat pump.
“It’s like how a refrigerator keeps
cold,” he explained. “It draws heat
from the outside cold air and
compresses it in a series of coils,
eventually releasing it inside the
house as heat.” It is a far more
efficient way to get the same amount
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of heat, he said, as it uses “about a
half to a third as much electricity” as
a resistance-based heater. In
combination with other sustainable,
low-electricity home adjustments,
and the potential for on-bill
financing to pay back the initial
installation costs, Below predicted
that residents could “reverse the
effects of the rate increase.” LEAC is
looking for opportunities to provide
more workshops for renewable
appliances like the heat pump in the
near future.
In ways like these, LEAC and the
city of Lebanon have been successful
in empowering residents to take the
environment into their own hands.
Just two years ago, they passed a vote
to allow more residential ownership
of chickens so that residents could
reap poultry’s benefits right in their
own backyard. There are people
working behind the scenes to shape
our city toward a more sustainable
future, even if that future comes from
our trash or is hatched from a local
chicken’s egg. n
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current hill manager and head ski jumping coach,
recalls, “When the city announced it was going to
end funding and close the hill in 1986, the Lebanon
Outing Club took over.”
But the City has remained positively involved
over the years, providing annual funding support and
low-interest loans for a snowmaking system and a
new lodge. The club has funded other improvements,
including a rehab of the 50-meter ski jump and judges
stand, new lights for night skiing, and lift repairs.
Volunteers are involved in every aspect of the
operation, from highly technical snow groomer,
diesel engine, and snow
making equipment
repair to redesigning the
concession menu to
offer healthy choices.
“We try to stretch the
volunteer hours,” says
Caruso.
With the philosophy
‘skiing doesn’t have to

club offered “Haunted Hill,” a tour through the lodge
featuring Halloween creatures and treats. Future
plans involve games and craft activities at the lodge.
But it’s the hill’s ski jumping legacy that has put
Storrs Hill on the map nationally and internationally. When ski jumps around the country began
falling apart from lack of use, Storrs Hill, neighboring
Dartmouth College Outing Club, a few prep schools,
and the State of New Hampshire Interscholastic
Athletic Association hung on. In 1981, when the
NCAA dropped ski jumping as a college sport,
athletes who wanted to become ski jumpers went
directly into international competition, without the
benefit of college and high school experience,
except in New Hampshire.
New Hampshire is currently the only state in the
country that still offers ski jumping as a high school
sport. Local and regional athletes can learn to jump
at a reasonable cost before having to pay their way
to compete internationally. While Dartmouth’s
jump was torn down in 1993, the Storrs Hill jumping
program has continued with its 5, 25, and 50 meter

be expensive,’ Storrs
Hill is now a seven-daya-week operation with a
$90,000 budget and
more than 70 volunteers,
according to Farnham.
The hill is also supported
by the Carter Witherell
Fund, ticket sales, and a
concession stand.
Families have been skiing together for generations at Storrs Hill.
“More young people
in Lebanon. Heistad coached the Lebanon High are coming to use the hill and volunteer,” says
School ski team, which won nine consecutive state Farnham. “We’re seeing a resurgence in volunteers,
championships, and was a ski jumping judge for the and some third- and fourth-generation skiers. Folks
1960 Winter Olympics. After a lifetime of promoting who grew up here are coming back.”
outdoor activity and winter sports, Heistad was
Current LOC President Cory Grant is one
inducted into the U.S. Ski Hall of Fame in 1966.
example of someone who learned to ski at Storrs
Heistad’s legacy and vision has been carried on by Hill and is now giving back in a leadership role.
volunteers of the Lebanon Outing Club, producing
Longstanding traditions at Storrs Hill give the
several Olympic ski jumpers and thousands of new community a fun way to get involved as well. The
skiers and snowboarders, most recently Lebanon’s annual Mud Meet crowns the “Skimeister of Lebanon
own Nick Alexander, a two-time Olympic ski jumper. and the World” with awards in ski jumping, Nordic
Fast forward to the early ’80s when the hill was skiing, and downhill racing. The hill will again host
operated by the City of Lebanon Recreation the Lebanon Recreation Department’s Half Moon
Department on a shoestring budget of $14,000 and Valentine’s Fiesta in 2015, with food from area
a handful of volunteers. When a request to increase vendors on the deck and snowshoe hikes to a hot
the budget was declined by the City Council, the chocolate station at the signature lighted star on the
future of the hill was in jeopardy. Jon Farnham, top of the hill. For the recent Halloween holiday, the

jumps.
The zenith of the hill’s accolades came in 2006,
when Storrs Hill hosted the Junior Olympic Ski
Jumping competition. At the time, the jumps were
open for year-round use with plastic covering
salvaged from the Olympic jumps in Lake Placid,
but recent flooding has caused too much damage to
the material. Plans are underway for fundraising to
restore the year-round jumping operation.
If recreational skiing is your preference, the
public skiing experience is alive and well at Storrs
Hill. Operating Friday nighst and Saturday and
Sunday afternoons, Storrs Hill is the kind of place
you can go with your family and keep an eye on
young skiers while they explore their independence
in a family-style atmosphere. From lift and lodge
attendants to ski patrollers, the caring and
competent staff wants everyone to have a positive
winter sports experience on the hill.
So when mid-January arrives in Lebanon and the
chill is on, check out Storrs Hill. You can still get a
free season pass if you volunteer one shift a week,
either indoors or out. With a ticket price that tops
out at $7 for youth and $10 for adults, it’s pretty
much the best deal around if you want to learn to
ski, jump, snowboard, telemark, or just get some fun
runs in with your friends and family on a cool
winter’s night. n

STORRS HILL – continued from page 1

small stipends to some of our program directors, but
other than that it’s all volunteer,” explained Todd
Caruso, the treasurer of the Lebanon Outing Club
(LOC) which operates the hill.
The inspiration for Storrs Hill Ski Area was
Norwegian transplant Erling Heistad, Sr., who had
a vision that every child in Lebanon should be
within walking distance of a ski jump. His vision
resulted in more than a dozen ski jumps of all sizes
scattered throughout New England, many of them
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TH E A RTS

O

Opera North: For the Community, By the Community

Amy Gamache, also of
pera North is
Lebanon, is mother to
Lebanon’s own
f u l l - t i m e
fifth-grader Griffin and
professional opera
seventh-grader Gracie.
c o m p a n y,
staging
They participated in My
productions like My Fair
Fair Lady in 2014. “Both
Lady, The King and I,
of my kids have been
Madame Butterfly, and La
fortunate enough to
Traviata at Lebanon Opera
perform in a couple of
House each summer.
productions with Opera
Opera North (ON), now
North. The chance to
in its 34th season, is
work with professional
committed to giving back
actors in a professional
to Lebanon and the Upper
environment, but in our
Valley during the rest of
hometown, is priceless.
the year through its
These productions open
education and outreach
their eyes to the arts,
concerts, productions, and
commitment,
and
programs.
community. It is an
Community members
experience that is not easy
can experience this Street Scene Children’s Chorus. (L-R): Rapahel Orleck-Jetter, Adara Greenstein, J-C Pantos, Iva Wich, Matias
to duplicate.”
first-hand this December, Sepulveda, Ella Falcone, and Logan Winny. Below, Opera North singers performing selections from Street Scene at a
Opera North offers free
as ON presents the local high school in October.
music camps to promising
children’s opera Amahl
young singers in June, and
and the Night Visitors together with
a free lecture series and audience
Lebanon Opera House as part of its
engagement events in and around
Youth Education Series (YES!@LOH).
Lebanon during the summer. The
Amahl and the Night Visitors tells the
company also tours local schools twice
story of a poor crippled boy, Amahl, and
each year, performing children’s operas
his mother and their miraculous
or musical theater selections at no cost
encounter with the Three Magi. Gian
to the schools.
Carlo Menotti’s beloved children’s
Opera North partners with other
opera was first produced for television
organizations in Lebanon whenever
in 1951 for NBC’s Opera Theatre. This
possible, too. “Community organione-act, 45-minute opera is sung in
zations, especially those in the
English and will be performed with a
performing arts category, need to rely on
chamber orchestra, professional soloists,
each other for support and growth.
and a community chorus of local men,
Opera North and City Center Ballet
women, and children.
have learned that instead of looking at
Community choruses give many
each other as competition, they will
community members the opportunity to be part of ON productions. In August,
gain better results for both companies through collaboration,” says Hannah
Street Scene included a cast of seven local children and a community chorus of
Rissler, instructor at City Center Ballet and a Community Chorus member in
local singers. The children attended a free camp in June, where they honed their
several productions this past season. “This summer I had the opportunity to
singing and dancing skills with New York director Marc Astafan and Opera
perform in an Opera North production alongside two other staff members and
North’s Artistic Director Louis Burkot. The community chorus worked alongside
one student from City Center Ballet. All of us consider ourselves dancers first and
the professional cast during summer-long rehearsals, where they received
foremost, but this summer gave us the opportunity to step outside that comfort
top-notch instruction on opera- and Broadway-style singing.
level and learn what it takes to become actors, singers, and above all performers.”
“It has been a pleasure to work with ON off and on for the last six years. They
Tickets for Amahl and the Night Visitors are free of charge for local schools on
are great and made me and my young daughter feel like part of the larger cast
Thursday, December 18, and Friday, December 19. There will also be three
and not just a community member,” said Lebanon resident Sara Greenstein, a
community performances on Saturday, December 20, at 5 and 7 p.m., and
member of the community chorus in La Traviata and Street Scene. Sara’s daughter
Sunday, December 21, at 2 p.m. Tickets for adults are $17.50 and children aged
Adara, a 7th grader at Lebanon Middle School, was a member of the Street Scene
5-17 will be admitted free of charge. To reserve tickets, visit operanorth.org or
children’s chorus.
call the LOH Box Office: (603) 448-0400. n
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A ro u nd Town
LMS Gym to be Dedicated to Preston
he Lebanon Middle School gymnasium will be dedicated to
Lebanon alumna, long-time physical education teacher, coach,
and athletic director Linda Preston. An account has been
established at Mascoma Savings Bank to accept donations for a plaque
and its dedication. Contributions may be made payable to the “Linda
Preston Fund” and dropped off at any branch or sent to Mascoma
Savings Bank, 67 N. Park Street, Lebanon, NH 03766.

T

*****

Greenway Receives Gift
The Mascoma River Greenway Coalition received a $350,000
donation from the Timken Foundation of Canton, Ohio, earlier this year.
Bob Bauman, Lebanon’s Timken Aerospace plant manager, present
with colleagues Steve Arenburg and Melanie Huston, spoke of Timken
Foundation’s yearly commitment to supporting important local
community projects. The Foundation believed that partnering with the
Mascoma River Greenway project would support a wonderful amenity
for Lebanon.
Timken has been a supporter of Lebanon Recreation and Parks for a
number of years, including making Timken’s Lower Meadows property
along the Mascoma River available for city recreation. The completion
of the Greenway may help with access to that space in addition to
creating an off-road connection between Lebanon and West Lebanon.
Mascoma River Greenway Coalition Co-Chair and Lebanon
resident Frank Gould expressed his gratitude for Timken’s generous
support of the project. “The Greenway will be connecting Lebanon,
west to east, in a way that has not existed before. It will allow people to
walk, bike, jog, from one side of Lebanon to the other without dodging
automobiles. Timken, existing on a sidewalk-less strip of the Miracle
Mile, has recognized the need for this connection.” n
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G R EE N PA G E

Guiness Pints, Live Music and Scientific Lectures?

T

Dave Nelson

he Dartmouth College Office of Science and
Technology Outreach website asks visitors the
following questions:
“Thirsty for good conversation in a stimulating
atmosphere? Do you harbor questions you would like
to ask a scientist or would you prefer to sit back,
relax, and learn something new about the world?”
If you have answered yes to any of these inquiries,
the Dartmouth College Office of Science &
Technology Outreach and Lebanon’s downtown Salt
hill Pub have just the ticket for you:
Science Pubs, an informal monthly
presentation and discussion on a variety
of topics of scientific interest.
Based on the Science Cafe model
developed in Europe in the 1990s,
Science Pubs at Salt hill bring scientists
and the public together for informal
discussions around topics ranging from
fracking to happiness to local food.
“I had heard of the concept about
two years ago, so I contacted the officials
at Dartmouth College and invited them
over for lunch to discuss having a
Science Pub here in Lebanon,”
explained Josh Touhy, owner of Salt hill
Pub. “Right out of the chute I felt this
would be the perfect environment for
such a wonderful event to be staged. It
would draw folks from all walks of life, and this area
has a lot of intellectual institutions nearby. This
provides a way in which they can get away from the
standard lecture hall and relax in a warm atmosphere
like we offer. I’ve often joked what could be better
than that!”
He was correct. At the monthly Science Pub in
October, an overflow crowd packed the Gateway
Function Room, forcing management to place video
screens in the adjoining main dining room so
everyone could watch the program unfold while they

dined on authentic Irish pub fare combined with a
selection of 15 Guinness draft offerings.
The end result? A relaxed and receptive audience
that embraced the program with gusto.
The topic of the October lecture was “Sending
Signals: How We (and our Animal Cousins) Find
Mates, Avoid Predators and Survive.” The evening
discussion was overseen by Robert L. Welly, associate
professor from Dartmouth College’s Earth Sciences
Department. (Welly is responsible for securing

Buy Local
INVEST In Your Community
Reduce ENVIRONMENTAL Impact
Create Local JOBS
Encourage Local PROSPERITY

www.vitalcommunities.org/localfirst

financial support for the Science Pub program from
NASA.) On the podium were Ryan Callable,
associate professor of biological sciences, Hannah ter
Hofstede, assistant professor of biological sciences,
and Nathaniel Hominy, associate professor of
anthropology.
The presentation emphasized the following: “We
see it in the mating dances of birds and lizards and
even the pick-up scene in any bar.” (That brought a
buzz of approval from the crowd.) “Evolutionary
biologists call this phenomenon ‘signaling,’ behaviors
that attempt to benefit the signaler and
change the behavior of the receiver. In
a nutshell, it’s about sex, reproduction,
and survival of the fittest.”
That lecture was punctuated by a
lively question-and-answer period that
allowed the lecturers to take seats and
mingle with the guests for a more
up-close and personal approach. Good
humor was the order of the evening
along with lively, thought-provoking
questions.
Many of the guests present were
science professionals with a keen
interest in all the programs at Salt hill
Pub. One example was Shanna Nifoussi
of Lebanon.
“I teach biology at two different
colleges, and I invited some of my
students here so they can get extra credits. It’s a good
way for students to get away and learn about science
in a different manner, not just what they read in
books.”
The series will continue through May of next
year, with a wide variety of topics that can be
checked out on the Dartmouth College website
(search for “science pub”). There are many cold
winter evenings ahead, and you will be hard pressed
to find a warmer setting to learn and enjoy the
company of others. n
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Stonecliff Animal Clinic
Nearly every animal owner knows
what it’s like to lose a beloved pet,
whether through planned euthanasia,
natural death, or trauma. It can be
difficult for both the pet and its
human companion. Having the
support of compassionate, experienced
veterinary professionals can make a
profound difference for both.
“My responsibility is to help the
animal and its family through what
can be a very emotional time –
whether it be just talking things over
on the phone, being there at the
euthanasia, or listening in the days
after,” said Lilyann French, head
veterinary nurse at Stonecliff Animal
Clinic in Lebanon.
French has been a veterinary
nurse for 15 years, always with a
dedication to palliative care and
end-of-life care for animals. She’s
also a volunteer with Visiting Nurse
Association & Hospice of Vermont
and New Hampshire.
And she, along with Stonecliff’s

Dr. Allen Wachter, recently attended
the International Association of
Animal Hospice and Palliative Care
Annual Conference, spending five
days learning about topics from
in-home euthanasia, to how pets
grieve for each other, to nutrition in
hospice care, to children and the
death of a pet.
“We don’t just want to deliver bad
news and then say, ‘Call us when the
time is near so we can schedule a
euthanasia,’” French said. “We want
to be there to help them enjoy
however long they have left. We
want to help them make decisions
about the best hospice care for their
pet, help them spiritually if needed,
help them say goodbye in a way they
are comfortable with.”
French said the clinic is adding a
new hospice program focused on
helping pets and their owners enjoy
the best possible quality of life while
preparing for the inevitable.
“Death can be very difficult for
people to talk about, and sometimes
people feel surprised and even
embarrassed to admit how deeply
they are grieving for their animal
companion. We understand how
hard it can be to say the final
goodbye, we understand the feelings
and signs of grief, and we want to
ensure that a pet’s passing is peaceful,
pain-free, and done with thoughtfulness and appreciation of the bond
that the owner and pet share.”

Dr. Carol Boerner & Donna Toohey

Vermont Facial Aesthetics –
For Dr. Carol Boerner of Vermont
Facial Aesthetics in Norwich, art
plays a role in many forms in her life
–on canvas, in people’s faces, and
throughout her home and gardens.
“As a child, I was given art lessons
in many media and I gravitated
towards portraiture,” Carol explained.
“In college and grad school, I would
babysit after school. In order to get
the kids to bed so I could study, I
would feed them well and have them
sit still for a portrait. They would get
sleepy, go to bed quickly, and I would
get some extra money from the
delighted parents for my sketches!”
Now, as a cosmetic doctor, Carol
finds many of the facets of fine art
apply to her work with people.
“I have always enjoyed being an
artist,” she explained. “Whether it
means creating a beautiful space in
which to live or work, or making

people feel more attractive, I am
always trying to make things look
better.”
At VFA, Carol works with her
partner Donna Toohey, RN, to offer
holistic therapies to clients, including
micro-needling, Botox, fillers, and
other anti-aging technologies. This,
Carol said, is art, with the human
face as the medium.
“Portraiture is all about
understanding what makes a person
look the way they do. It is the analysis
of how light hits a figure to make it
look the way it does,” Carol
explained. “That is what Donna and
I do; we refill faces so that the curves
and shadows look more youthful and
yet they still look like the same face.
We don’t aim for dazzling beautiful
artifice; we want clients to look like
themselves, only better.”
At home, Carol envelops herself
in beautiful surroundings. She lives in
a little red schoolhouse with lots of
natural light and a thoughtfully
chosen persimmon-colored kitchen.
She describes her cozy property as
a “farmlet” that includes “great
gardens, a great husband, four
geriatric llamas, and a very
opinionated cat.” The cat, a rescue
named Abbey Rose, is a cross between
an Abssynian and a Korat, with large
green eyes, big ears, and a confident
meow. “I have truly a gorgeous cat,”
Carol said.

ANNUAL HOLIDAY
EXHIBITION & SALE
Featuring the Work of 100+ AVA Members

PAINTING • DRAWING
PHOTOGRAPHY • SCULPTURE
JEWELRY • FINE CRAFTS
On display through December 24
Gift certificates for AVA classes
make great holiday gifts!
AVA GALLERY

AND

ART CENTER

11 Bank Street, Lebanon, NH 03766
603.448.3117 • www.avagallery.org

SAVE THE DATE:
DECEMBER 6 • 11AM–4PM
AVA’S OPEN HOUSE!
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Co-op Food Stores
When you purchase produce from
a local grower, you support your local
community and keep your food
dollars in the local economy. You get
fresher produce, better food safety
controls, and often pay less for it
because of lower distribution costs.
And if you shop at the Co-op
Food Stores, you can reap the
benefits of local foods right through
the end of the year thanks to
well-established relationships with
numerous local farmers.
“Customer demand for local and
the Hanover Consumer Cooperatives’ commitment to support of
small family farms has led us to look
for not only more items that can be
sourced but longer availability,” says
Dot Benham, the Co-op’s category
merchandiser for floral and produce.
“As the need for produce grown and
sourced from our Upper Valley region
increases, we look at ways to extend
the season and work with growers to
do such.”
“Our partnerships with the
growers are such that we have a
commitment with each of them to
buy previously agreed upon crops.
These commitments are reviewed
and set up at our Growers meeting
in February before the season
begins; this way the growers can
plan what and how much to grow,”
Benham says.
In addition to helping grow the
capacity of local Upper Valley
farmers, the Co-op also extends the
local-food season by working with
regional growers – those located
within a 100-mile radius of the
Co-op. Some larger growers have
adequate storage facilities to support
winter offerings, and Benham says
storage facilities is a topic of much
discussion these days.

While the schedule of available
local foods can change from year to
year depending on weather and crop
issues, she says this year the Co-op
expects to have a variety of local
offerings through the holiday season.
Working with eight local farms –
including Lebanon’s Walhowdon
Farm, Edgewater Farm of Plainfield,
and Blue Ox Farm of Enfield – the
Co-op will provide a homegrown
bounty for the holiday feast,
including carrots, potatoes, beets,
parsnips, rutabaga, sweet potatoes,
winter squash, kale, apples, cider,
microgreens, and tomatoes.

SAVES – Kyle Mattingly
Some people are just born animal
people. Their nature, demeanor,
energy – whatever you want to call it
– seems to draw animals to them
while calming them and making
them feel safe and loved.
Kyle Mattingly – who works on
the front lines at SAVES greeting
clients, handling animal records, and
answering phones – is one of those
people.
“I’ve always been an animal
person,” Kyle said. “When I was
growing up my parents always poked
fun at me because animals always
gravitated towards me.” He said the
cats and dogs of other families would
seek his attention and companionship sometimes more than that of
their owners.
Kyle attributes his popularity with
animals to how he treats his fellow
human beings. “Throughout my life
I’ve always done my best to be as
welcoming to people as I can be, and
animals are very sensitive and they
can pick up on that.”
His new position at SAVES,
which he’s had for just three months,
seems to be a perfect fit for this

sociable and friendly young man. As
clients often arrive at the hospital
under emergency conditions, it’s
important
Kyle
remains
understanding and patient with
people who are often “panicky, angry,
or sad” about their animal’s
condition. He said his previous retail
experience helped him build up his
people skills.
Born and raised in Lebanon, Kyle
said he loves his hometown, “where
everything is within reach.” Besides
the myriad restaurant options and
mini-golf (he said his love for the
sport is a “quirk” of his), he’s a fan of
the Advance Transit public transportation system which runs throughout
the Upper Valley.
“It’s a great option for people who
don’t have cars or don’t want to own
a car,” Kyle said.
As for his future, the path is wide
open. A 2012 graduate of Ledyard
Charter School’s founding class, Kyle
has thought about studying
architecture at Keene. He’s also
considering acting, and currently
does voice acting for small projects as
a hobby. But for now, “I absolutely
adore working at SAVES,” he said.

Dartmouth-Hitchcock:
Aita Romain
Every day at work is different for
Aita Romain. “Some days I organize
community forums, meet with
schools, collaborate with Valley
Court Diversion and local law
enforcement, and support suicide
prevention efforts,” she says. It’s all
part of an effort to reduce substance
misuse and the associated harms, the
mission of the Upper Valley
Substance Misuse Prevention
Partnership (UVSMPP) of which
Romain is coordinator.

“Although we are one Upper
Valley, our towns and organizations
have a variety of needs. But at the
end of the day, I want the community
members in the Upper Valley to feel
happier, healthier, and more unified.”
The Upper Valley Substance
Misuse Prevention Partnership is a
regional, multi-organization collaboration supported by the New
Hampshire Bureau of Drug and
Alcohol Services and the New
Hampshire Charitable Foundation,
with additional resources provided
by Dartmouth-Hitchcock. The
regional substance misuse prevention
network encompasses Canaan,
Dorchester, Enfield, Grafton,
Grantham, Hanover, Lebanon,
Lyme, Piermont, Plainfield, Orange,
and Orford.
The partnership supports the
development of healthy, safe, and
resilient communities that take
action to reduce the impact of
alcohol and drug misuse. Part of
Romain’s charge is to incorporate the
needs of Vermont towns into the
UVSMPP, which recently received a
five-year federal Drug Free
Communities Grant spanning both
sides of the river.
“Substance misuse is a public
health issue like heart disease and
cancer and it deserves our attention
because it is harming our family,
friends, and neighbors,” Romain says.
“Most people know someone who
struggles with the disease addiction,
and it is important that, along with
promoting prevention, we spread the
message that treatment works and
recovery is possible.”
Romain was raised on Martha’s
Vineyard and moved to Lebanon in
2011 to attend the Dartmouth
Institute for Health Policy and
Clinical Practice, where she received
her Masters in Public Health.
“On Martha’s Vineyard, we
struggle with similar concerns as
Lebanon, but like Lebanon there is a
lot of local pride,” she says. “I love
Lebanon and the people who call it
home. Everyone deserves a
community that they can be proud
of, and reducing community risk
factors will make Lebanon a better
home for all its residents.” n

